Current Volunteer Needs at The Path

As of: 5/18/2017

Computer Basics Instructor- Teach weekly classes and test clients on basic computer operation (parts of
a computer, how to use mouse & keyboard), the internet, email, and Google products like calendars, docs
and spreadsheets for practical home application like budgets, appointments, and other simple uses. We
have basic curriculum. Thursday afternoons, weekly. 3:30-4:30pm. # of sessions based on student’s needs.
Onsite at The Path & scheduled when there are clients who need the instruction.
Employment Coach- train Path clients in Effective Employment Searching. Very basic from prepared
material: resumes, online applications, contacting managers for potential jobs & follow-up, how to do a
simple interview, answer difficult questions, appropriate dress, etc. -- plus other topics as needed.
Wednesday afternoons, weekly. 3:30-4:30pm, 4 weeks to complete the course. Onsite at The Path &
scheduled when there are clients who need the course.
Transportation help- Use Path vans to transport clients to ad hoc appointments & other needs. Path Client
Services Administrator would contact you in advance with schedule.
Alcoholics Victorious Coach for Women- to lead Christian, biblically-based 12-step program for women to
promote recovery from broken relationships, destructive habits & addictions of all kinds. Based on the 12step AA program. The Path uses the Life Recovery workbook by Stephen Arterburn. Meets weekly, Tuesday
evenings, 6-7pm at The Path. Experience leading small groups helpful!
Women to watch children while mothers are in Path classes- 18 years or older to watch children
(generally only 1-3 children) at The Path’s house for women. Set schedule, 1-1.5 hours per class, late
afternoon or early evening. You can pick the coverage day/class the fits best for you. This is a paid position.
Helpful if you’ve worked in children’s ministries, teach young children in the school system, pre-school or a
daycare worker. Call for more information about childcare needs & schedules available.
Eating Healthy Coaches- hands on cooking demos teaching Path clients “eating healthy” basics using the
vegetables they grow at The Path’s farm. Incorporate those vegetables in simple recipes. Teach healthy
eating using less fat, salt, sugar & balanced diets-- plus any other healthy eating topics as needed. We’ll pair
you up so that you can rotate. Class meets every other Monday night, 6-7pm onsite at The Path. Some prep
may be involved. We supply the vegetables!

For questions or to volunteer, call Kathryn Sipper at 352-527-6500 ext. 5
In operation for over a decade, The Path is a local 501-c-3 operating as a rescue mission for homeless men, women and their
children. Our mission is to provide a Christian living environment for anyone in Citrus County, who finds themselves without a home.
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